The role of the lamellar interface during torsional yielding of human cortical bone.
Fragility fractures are a result of alterations in bone quantity, tissue properties, applied loads, or a combination of these factors. The current study addresses the contribution of cortical bone tissue properties to skeletal fragility by characterizing the shear damage accumulation processes which occur during torsional yielding in normal bone. Samples of human femoral cortical bone were loaded in torsion and damaged at a post-yield twist level. The number of microcracks within osteons, interstitial tissue, and along cement lines were assessed using basic fuchsin staining. Damage density measures (number of cracks/mm2) were correlated with stiffness degradation and changes in relaxation. Damaged samples exhibited a wide variation in total microcrack density, ranging from 1.1 to 43.3 cracks/mm2 with a mean density of 19.7 +/- 9.8 cracks/mm2. Lamellar interface cracks comprised more than 75% of the total damage, indicating that the lamellar interface is weak in shear and is a principal site of shear damage accumulation. Damage density was positively correlated with secant stiffness degradation, but only explained 22% of the variability in degradation. In contrast, damage density was uncorrelated with the changes in relaxation, indicating that a simple crack counting measure such as microcrack density was not an appropriate measure of relaxation degradation. Finally, a nonuniform microcrack density distribution was observed, suggesting that internal shear stresses were redistributed within the torsion samples during post-yield loading. The results suggested that the lamellar interface in human cortical bone plays an important role in torsional yielding by keeping cracks physically isolated from each other and delaying microcrack coalescence in order to postpone the inevitable formation of the fatal crack.